Proliferation rate of haemopoietic stem cells after damage by several cytostatic agents.
The haemopoietic tissue of mice was damaged by different cell-cycle-stage specific and cell-cycle-stage non-specific cytostatic agents. The proliferation rate among the surviving pluripotential stem cells, i.e. those cells forming colonies in spleens of lethally irradiated mice (CFUs), was then investigated. The results suggest that, at least in the CFUs population, the cells which synthesize DNA in the S phase of the cell cycle inhibit the entry of the non-proliferating GO cells into cell cycle. This evidence was based on the ability of three cytostatic agents, hydroxyurea, cytosine arabinoside and methotrexate, which are toxic specifically to the S phase cells to increase the proliferation in the CFUs population. This increase was quite out of proportion to the small amount of damage they caused to the population. Colchicine, which kills cells in mitosis, and ionizing irradiation, damaging cells in all stages, proved to be much weaker stimulators of proliferation. It has been suggested that a mechanism for the control of cellular proliferation might be based on the negative feedback in the cell cycle. In this feedback control loop the cells which are preparing for cell division in the S phase of the cell cycle inhibit the entry of the non-proliferating GO cells into cell cycle.